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Abstract 

This paper proposes a strategy for nowcasting tourist overnight stays in Italy by 
exploiting payment card data and Google Search indices. The strategy is applied to national 
and regional overnight stays at a time of a significant and unanticipated shock to tourism 
flows and payment habits (the COVID-19 pandemic). Our results show that indicators based 
on payment data are very informative for predicting tourist volumes, both at the national and 
at the regional level. Instead, the predictive power of Google Search data is more limited. 
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1 Introduction1

According to available estimates, in Italy tourism accounts directly for 5 per cent of the

GDP and for 6 per cent of employment, well above the average in the OECD countries

(Petrella et al., 2019). Taking into account the indirect contribution of tourism, the figures

are remarkably higher (respectively around 13 and 15 per cent).2 In 2018, before the spread

of the COVID-19 pandemic, according to the World Tourism Organization, Italy was the

fifth major destination of international tourist flows, with around 62 million visits (UNWTO,

2021); moreover, in the same year, roughly 65 million residents visited the country (Istat,

2021). The number of arrivals from abroad has increased by roughly 4 per cent each year

on average during the previous decade, and tourism has been one of the best performing

sectors in the Italian economy. Given the relevance and growth of this sector, the accurate

and timely estimate of tourist flows is becoming increasingly important in tracking economic

activity. Moreover, their quantification may also be useful for compiling other statistics, as

for instance the travel item in the balance of payments (Carboni et al., 2022).

Motivated by these facts, this paper introduces a new strategy to nowcast monthly

tourism. Specifically, our target variable is the total number of overnight stays, which is

a statistics published on a monthly basis and with delay by the Italian national office of

statistics (Istat) and by Eurostat.

We present two exercises. First, we consider the estimation of overnight stays at the

national level. In this case, the goal is to nowcast the official statistics published by Istat with

a delay of few months. This exercise is particularly useful at the end of the summer period,

as it gives real-time information during the peak tourist season, when the contribution of

tourism to GDP and employment is particularly large. In particular, official statistics about

overnight stays of the summer months are available in the following January. However, our

choice to focus the analysis on the summer months does not prevent to use the models

proposed at different periods of the year.

In the second exercise, we focus on regional tourist volumes. The regional dimension is

important because most policies on tourism are deployed by regional administrations.3 Such

1The views expressed in this paper are those of the authors and do not involve the responsibility of the
Bank of Italy and/or the Eurosystem. We thank Matteo Alpino, Valentina Aprigliano, Laura Bartiloro, An-
drea Carboni, Costanza Catalano, Andrea Doria, Simone Emiliozzi, Silvia Fabiani, Sara Lamboglia, Michele
Loberto, Juri Marcucci, Alessandro Moro and Alfonso Rosolia for fruitful discussions and suggestions. We
would also like to thank Marco Langiulli and Luca Bastianelli for providing useful information about the
payment card data.

2Other estimates produced by Istat (2020) indicate that the direct and indirect contribution to the value
added are around 6 and 15 per cent, respectively.

3Examples include publicly financed advertisement campaigns or local transport organizations. More in
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policies, jointly with other structural and temporary factors, generate geographical hetero-

geneity in tourism flows. Official regional statistics are published by Istat with much more

delay than national data: generally, monthly data on the previous year are available in June.4

In some cases, provisional regional data can be obtained earlier from the regional tourist of-

fices, which are compelled by law to collect and deliver them to Istat. However, they often do

not make them available before the official publication by Istat itself. Moreover, the quality

of provisional data may be quite low because the statistical procedures of harmonization and

quality are performed by Istat. We show how and to what extent overnight stays in a region

can be nowcast using national data on overnight stays and additional predictors. In partic-

ular, at the beginning of October official regional statistics are available up to December of

the previous year, and estimation can be conducted, as we show, for the nine missing months

(from January to September included).

The two exercises differ mainly for two reasons. First, the estimation window for the

regional exercise is longer, as regional data are published with more delay (to this extent

the exercise is more demanding). Second, when estimating regional overnight stays, national

stays are available for most of the estimation period. Therefore, they can be used as a

predictor in the estimation procedure (to this extent the exercise is less demanding). In both

cases, we have no ambition to project the series to the future.

The regional exercise is carried out on data from Puglia and Veneto, two very different

regions in terms of tourist flows, but it is immediately generalizable to all Italian regions.

Veneto is historically the Italian region with the largest tourist volumes and is located in

the North of the country. Puglia is in the South, and compared to Veneto features lower

tourist flows, mostly domestic, although it experienced a sharp increase in tourism relevance

in the decade before the COVID-19 pandemic. The number of overnight stays in this region

shows higher seasonality than in Veneto, mainly because seaside tourism is prevalent. On

the contrary, in Veneto, flows are relatively more uniformly distributed across months, since

cultural tourism is more widespread within the solar year, and winter tourism is important

for this region.

In order to account for seasonality, we consider as a benchmark a simple econometric

model with seasonal adjustments (SARIMA). We evaluate its performance in comparison to

extended versions of this model, augmented with exogenous variables (SARIMAX or dynamic

general, following the constitutional reform of 2001, the regional administrations have seen an extension of
their powers on many tourism issues.

4This means that until June of a given year, the regional data are only available until December of two
years before.
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regression model). In particular, we include information from payment card data and web

searches, considering, for the latter, the existence of a possible time lag with respect to the

target variable. The SARIMAmodel assumes that future values of the target variable linearly

depend on its past values, as well as on the values of past stochastic shocks. The SARIMAX

model, instead, improves the nowcasting performance by exploiting additional information

from other external observable variables which are timely available. Such variables may be

able to capture the occurrence of unexpected events which affect tourist flows, but that are

not captured by the lagged variables included in the benchmark model.

By its nature, predicting tourist flows is a challenging exercise, as idiosyncratic shocks

in the host and tourists’ origin countries may affect travel decisions significantly (de Kort,

2017). These “disturbances” can be of very heterogeneous nature: for instance, they may be

due to the environmental, economic or political situation or they may be related to social or

natural factors that are difficult to predict, making a given area touristically more (or less)

attractive for a short or a long period. An extreme case is the COVID-19 pandemic, which,

jointly with all restrictions to mobility, has been an extremely negative shock to tourist flows

(Demma, 2021). Other examples of shocks, such as big cultural and sports events (with a

positive effect) or natural disasters (with a negative effect), may display similar intensity,

but may be eventually more geographically localized to specific regions.

Our analysis reveals that the models augmented with the proposed complementary indi-

cators very often outperform the benchmark model. Better performances of the augmented

models are due, in particular, to the introduction of payment card data as explanatory

variables: this result holds even in 2020, despite the huge change in the consumption and

payment habits induced by the pandemic (Ardizzi et al., 2021, Della Corte et al., 2021)

and by the measures introduced to limit the spread of the virus. The predictive power of

indices based on Google Trend (GT) series is more limited, as already shown by Antolini and

Grassini (2019), but their introduction in our regional models is useful because they have in

some cases a positive impact on the predictive performance.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. After Section 2, which proposes a short

literature review, Section 3 describes the data; Section 4 presents the estimation setting

and the timing of our target variable. Section 5 discusses briefly the models we use for the

prediction task and the empirical strategies adopted in the two exercises. Section 6 illustrates

the results of the estimations and Section 7 concludes.
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2 Literature review

The literature aiming at forecasting tourism has mainly focused on three aggregates: tourist

expenditure, international tourist arrivals and length of stay (de Kort, 2017, Carboni et al.,

2022). Empirical analyses tend to agree that time series models perform better than ex-

planatory models with pull and push factors5 as predictive variables (Antolini and Grassini,

2019). Most works use as a benchmark a simple autoregressive model with seasonal effects.

Performances of competing model specifications with additional information are then tested

against the benchmark.

Payment card data have already been shown to be informative to nowcast macroeconomic

variables, for instance household consumption (see e.g. Aladangady et al., 2021, Verbaan

et al., 2017, Aastveit et al., 2020) and gross domestic product (Aprigliano et al., 2019,

Galbraith and Tkacz, 2018). However, to the best of our knowledge the use of payment card

data to forecast tourist flows is a novelty of this paper.

On the contrary, the use of indices based on web searches as prediction variables for

tourism flows is not new, and their forecasting capability, as in the case of payments by

cards, will likely increase as time goes by, considering the growing share of goods and ser-

vices that are bought through the internet. The use of web searches (in particular, GT

series) for predicting tourist activity has been first proposed in the seminal paper by Varian

and Choi (2009).6 Using GT series Artola and Mart́ınez-Galán (2012) obtain a one-month

leading indicator of the flow of British tourists to Spain, but the improvement in forecasting

provided by their short-term models is limited. Using a dynamic factor approach and a

real-time database reproducing the exact information available at each particular point in

time, Camacho and Pacce (2018) find that models including Google’s query volume indices

outperform models that exclude them. Other studies applying time series techniques for

the prediction of tourist flows are Park et al. (2017), which focus on the Japanese tourism

in South Korea, finding that Google-augmented models perform significantly better than

standard time series models in terms of short-term forecasting accuracy. Havranek and Zey-

nalov (2019) and Bangwayo-Skeete and Skeete (2015) study the performances of mixed data

sampling (MIDAS) models in the context of tourist flows. Yang et al. (2015) compare the

5According to the psychological literature, people travel because they are “pushed” into making travel
decisions by internal, psychological forces, and “pulled” by the external forces of the destination attributes
(Yoon and Uysal, 2005).

6GT series have been used in many other fields. Examples are: prediction of unemployment (D’Amuri and
Marcucci, 2017, Askitas et al., 2009, for USA and Germany respectively), trends in the housing market (Wu
and Brynjolfsson, 2015, Webb, 2009); consumer confidence (Della Penna and Huang, 2009).
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performances of GT with the ones from Baidu, a search engine which has larger market share

than Google Search in China.

As far as we know, the only application on Italian data is by Antolini and Grassini (2019),

who use GT series to predict international tourist arrivals in the country finding no evidence

of a significant contribution in terms of forecasting accuracy. According to the authors, a

possible explanation for this finding is the nature of the data: the time series of foreign

arrivals in the country shows a very regular pattern that can be effectively represented and

forecast by a univariate time series model.

Some works apply machine learning techniques to the problem of forecasting tourist

volumes (see e.g. de Kort, 2017, Feng et al., 2019, Breiman, 2001, Sun et al., 2019, Ji-yuan

et al., 2017, Law et al., 2019). These techniques are potentially well suited to account for the

large amount of web-search data available. In the early stages of this paper we experimented

with some of these techniques, without finding any significant improvement in performance

with respect to the simpler, yet effective, more traditional econometric models we use.

3 Data description

3.1 Overnight stays

Our target variable is overnight stays (or nights spent), a statistic defined in the Regulation

(EU) No 692/2011 of the European Parliament, as the number of nights that a guest/tourist

(resident or non-resident) spends (sleeps or stays) in a registered accommodation (Eurostat,

2021), such as hotels, bed and breakfast or camping sites.7 All accommodation facilities (in-

cluding those using online platform services) must communicate electronically to the police

authorities the details of their guests as well as their number of overnight stays. This com-

munication8 has no fiscal purposes, but non-compliance can potentially lead to consequences

for the manager. This flow of information is paralleled by an additional one with statistical

purposes only9, which goes to the regional administration statistics offices (or to other sim-

ilar offices chosen by the regional administration) that collect the data and deliver them to

Istat, which is in charge of their control, harmonization and dissemination, consistently with

the European regulations.

7Overnight stays are the product of the number of the arrivals and the number of nights spent per each
tourist arrived. In the estimations, we do not consider arrivals, but we focus exclusively on overnight stays.
Over the short run, the dynamic of the two statistics is very similar; over the last ten years, arrivals have
grown more because the average number of nights spent per tourist has declined sharply.

8Regulated by the “Testo unico di Pubblica Sicurezza” (art.109).
9Due according to the Regulation EU 692/2011.
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In 2019, more than 430 million overnight stays were registered in the country according

to the official data, corresponding to more than 130 million of arrivals. More than 16 per

cent of the nights spent pertain to an accommodation located in Veneto and almost 4 per

cent to Puglia, the two regions we consider in our estimation exercises.

Figure 1a represents the number of overnight stays in the three areas (Italy, Veneto and

Puglia). Overall, they display a positive time trend with an increase of approximately 17

per cent in both Italy and Veneto, and of 27 per cent in Puglia, between 2008 and 2019. In

2020 the number of nights spent halved with respect to the previous year in both Italy and

Veneto, mainly as a consequence of the mobility restrictions due to the pandemic. In Puglia

overnight stays declined less severely (by one third), likely because of the lower share, in

this region, of international tourists (Demma, 2021). Figure 1b presents this share: in Italy,

international tourists accounted for around half of the total in 2019 and the share declined

to one third in 2020. The pattern is very similar for Veneto and Puglia, but the share of

inbound tourists in Veneto is three times larger than in Puglia.

Figure 1: Overnight stays in Italy, Veneto and Puglia (period: 2008-2021)

(a) Annual overnight stays (b) Share of stays by inbound tourists

Note: base is 2008 in the same area.

When disaggregated at the monthly level, the series of overnight stays display strong

seasonality: in 2019, almost 14 per cent of the registrations to an accommodation in Italy

were in August and 40 per cent were concentrated between June and August; the corre-

sponding figures are even higher for overnight stays (because during summer the length of
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stay increases) and for most southern regions (where local tourists represent a larger share).

Seasonality is particularly strong in Puglia, where nights spent during August account for

around 30 per cent of the annual volume.

3.2 Payment card data

The Bank of Italy acquires, free of charge and on a best-effort basis, a sample of debit and

credit card payments by the Italian clearing and processing system, which we call Pago, a

fictional name.

The data cover the period starting from May 2014, and are updated twice per month with

around 10 days of delay. They consist of digital transactions registered by both the acquiring

side, that is, the merchant side, and the issuing side, that is, the cardholder side. In the

first case (acquiring), data include information on all payments made on a Pago point-of-sale

(POS), irrespective of the card issuer (which may or may not be Pago). In the second case

(issuing), data include all the payments made with a card issued by Pago, irrespective of

the issuer of the POS. The dataset is thus not necessarily representative of the non-cash

payments in Italy, as it includes information on the Pago customers only, whose share of the

total payment services clients on the Italian territory is unknown and heterogeneous in time

and space. The non-representativeness of the sample is not necessarily an issue for us because

we are only interested in an indicator that correlates with the dynamic of the tourist flows for

forecasting purposes, while we are not interested in estimating consumption or payments per

se. Nevertheless, changes in the representativeness of the sample, due for instance to shocks

to the preference for electronic payments may reduce the forecasting power of payment data.

The transactions included in the dataset are aggregated by the provider of the data

according to: a) 11 product categories, b) type of payment card (credit, debit, prepaid), c)

technology used for the payment (e-commerce, physical), and d) geographical area (country

and region) of the branch of the bank connected to the Pago POS or card.10

For the scope of this paper, we only use as exogenous variables acquiring transactions,

that is the value of payments made on a POS provided by Pago. The motivation is that

we are interested in building an indicator correlated with the tourist demand in a given

area (specifically, Italy, Puglia and Veneto), independently of the region of residence of

the cardholder. We then select only the physical transactions of the categories hotels and

restaurants, and travel and transport, obtaining a monthly series of payments expressed in

10The product categories are: 1) clothing, 2) hotels and restaurants, 3) food, 4) home, 5) cash advance, 6)
work, 7) retail, 8) services, 9) telephony, 10) travel and transport, 11) not defined.
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euros. From this series, we extract an additional one, selecting only payments made with

card issued by Italian banks, which is plausibly more informative on the payments made by

local tourists.

3.3 Google Trends

We use, among the predictors of overnight stays, an index based on the number of queries

for words or expressions related to tourism in each area of interest, obtained from GT.11 GT

is an algorithm set up by Google, which provides, for a given word or expression, the number

of web searches that have been made on Google Search, in a given period of time, and in

a given geographical region.12 A feature of GT, which is useful for us, is the possibility to

select the original scope of the web query among various search categories, including the

category Travels which is the one we use in this paper.13

The routine we develop to extract the GT series is the following. First, we choose the

search queries by selecting, separately for each area, the top-10 destinations according to Tri-

padvisor, an internet source specialized in tourism.14. The queries are reported in Table 1.

Table 1: Keywords selected with Tripadvisor for each area.

Italy Veneto Puglia

Roma Venezia Vieste
Venezia Jesolo Gallipoli
Firenze Verona Otranto
Milano Bibione Porto Cesareo
Napoli Caorle Polignano a Mare
Sorrento Abano Terme Lecce
Jesolo Mestre Ostuni
Taormina Bardalino Bari
Riccione Peschiera del Garda Peschici
Rimini Malcesine Monopoli

11In 2021, Google Trends had around 92 per cent of the worldwide search engine marked share (Statcounter,
2017).

12More precisely, the counts, available on a monthly basis, are reported only if exceeding an unknown
threshold based on the geographical location, and are measured with a 0-100 index (normalized on the chosen
time window). Importantly, the series generated by GT does not provide absolute numbers of searches, but
a relative frequency of them. They represent the popularity of the searches for a keyword with respect to the
total searches in the geographical area and time period selected, measured in relative terms.

13The classification into categories is done by an algorithm set-up by Google about which Google does not
release details.

14For instance, for Veneto, we consider the top-10 destinations specified in the following webpage: https:
//www.tripadvisor.it/Tourism-g187866-Veneto-Vacations.html.
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We then add other generic keywords, such as the name of the area of interest (in Italian,

English, French and German), alone, plus the same name concatenated with keywords related

to tourism (for instance, “mare” (sea), “spiagge” (beaches), “montagne” (mountains), “lago”

(lake), “agriturismo” (agritourism), “parchi” (parks), booking, hotel, airb&b, resort).

Second, after selecting the period of time, we download from the Travel category the

monthly GT series corresponding to searches from any location (Italian or abroad). Given

that the travel is often after the web search, as in Feng et al. (2019), we choose the optimal

lag period (between 0 and 12 months) of each series with respect to the target variable,

maximizing the Pearson correlation coefficient. Finally, we keep a GT series if its final

correlation coefficient with the target variable is above 0.5.

As an example, Figure 2 shows the dynamic of the target variable (overnight stays) for the

region Veneto (in black) along with the GT series corresponding to the Venezia keyword (in

red), left panel, and the Jesolo keyword (in blue), right panel (notice that Venezia and Jesolo

are the top 2-destinations for Veneto and among the 10-destinations for Italy, according to

Tripadvisor). The high correlation (0.75 for Venezia, and 0.89 for Jesolo) between the GT

series and the target largely reflects their strong seasonal component, although a reasonable

correlation persists when these are calculated on the basis of the seasonally adjusted series

(0.78 for Venezia, and 0.38 for Jesolo).

Figure 2: Overnight stays in Veneto (period: 2015-2021)

(a) Overnight stays in Veneto (black line) and
GT series with keyword Venezia

(b) Overnight stays in Veneto (black line) and
GT series with keyword Jesolo
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Note: Both GT series are not lagged; all series are not seasonally-adjusted.

After having selected the GT series according to the outlined procedure, in order to

summarize them into a few non-correlated time series which explain the majority of their
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variation, we run a principal component analysis (PCA). In a second moment, we select the

number of principal components (PCs) and use them as external regressors in the proposed

econometric models.15

4 The estimation setting

As discussed in the introduction, we consider two estimation exercises. In the first, that we

call “national setting”, we are interested in nowcasting the number of overnight stays in the

entire Italian territory, yt,IT , with the aid of up-to-date information on payment card data

and web searches. In the second, the “regional setting”, we are interested in nowcasting

the number of overnight stays in a given Italian region r, yt,r, with the aid of up-to-date

information on payment card data and web searches as in the “national setting” case, plus

official data on stays at the national level (for the months when they are available). In this

exercise we focus on Puglia and Veneto.

Figure 3 visually represents the two estimation settings, which are also described precisely

in the following. Given a generic time series Yt, we use a shortcut to indicate fractions of it:

hence Yt1:t2 = (Yt)
t2
t=t1

, is the series Yt from t1 to t2.

National setting: yt,IT is the total number of nights spent in Italy at time t. Reliable

data are available with a lag of four months.16 The “now” is T = (month/year) = 10/Y ,

that is October of a given year Y . We are interested in the summer estimate of yt,IT (i.e.

for July, August and September). For the estimation, we use:

• The total number of nights spent in Italy up to June of the same year, y0:(T−4),IT ,

T − 4 = 6/Y ;

• Complementary indicators (payment card plus web queries indices) up to September,

X0:(T−1), T − 1 = 9/Y .

Regional setting: yt,r is the total number of nights spent in a given Italian region r at

time t. The data are available with a lag of many months (usually the monthly data for the

previous year Y − 1 are available around June of a given year Y ). The “now” is T = 10/Y

15In each case we use the scree plot to select the number of PCs, which, as a consequence, may differ
according to the area of interest.

16Provisional data are delivered from Istat to Eurostat within 56 days from the end of the previous month.
Eurostat publishes the data some days after, but they are then revised within four months: at that date, the
statistics are published by Istat, too.
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Figure 3: Timing: observation and estimation periods in the national and in the regional
settings.

Notes: The figure represents visually the timing for both exercises. In the national setting, the night stays

are estimated for 3 months in one step, using information on past stays and complementary indicators. In

the regional setting, the night stays are estimated for 9 months in two steps. In step (A), regional night

stays are predicted using national stays and complementary indicators (6 months); in step (B), only the

latter are used (3 months).

as before. We are interested in the summer estimate of yt,r (i.e. for June, July, August and

September). We use:

• The regional overnight stays up to December of the previous year, y0:(T−10),r, T −10 =

12/Y − 1;

• The national overnight stays up to June of the same year, y0:(T−4),IT , T − 4 = 6/Y ;

• Complementary indicators (payment card plus web queries) up to September of the

same year, X0:(T−1), T − 1 = 9/Y .

Notice that while the complementary indicators are available for all the months when

regional stays are to be estimated, national stays are available only for a sub-period (i.e.

until June).

In both settings the training is performed starting from May 2014, because it is the first

month when all the complementary indicators are available.17 We then report the out-of-

sample performance of the models starting from the summer 2017, so that we have three

years of monthly data to train our models and four years to test their performance.

17Unfortunately, as already pointed out, data on payments are not available before 2014.
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5 Method

We adopt a standard SARIMA (seasonal autoregressive integrated moving average) model

with explanatory variables (also known as SARIMAX, regression with SARIMA errors, or

dynamic regression model)

yt = β′xt + ηt (1)

where, yt is the number of overnight stays at time t, xt = [x1,t, ..., xp,t] is the vector

containing p explanatory variables at time t, and ηt is a univariate SARIMA model denoted

by ARIMA(p,d,q)(P ,D,Q)m, where m is the number of observations per year (12 in our

case). The ARIMA(p,d,q)(P ,D,Q)m model takes the form

ΦP (L
m)ϕp(L)∆

D
m∆dηt = ΘQ(L

m)θq(L)ϵt, (2)

where L is the lag operator; ϕp(L) and θq(L) are polynomial functions of L (respectively

of order p and q) representing the autoregressive and moving average components; ΦP (L
m)

and ΘQ(L
m) are polynomial functions of Lm (respectively of order P and Q) representing the

seasonal autoregressive and moving average components. Finally, ∆d and ∆D
m are respectively

ordinary and seasonal difference components18.

While the SARIMA model predicts future values based on the past values of the target

variable only,19 the SARIMAX uses external data in the forecasts, as it includes exogenous

(predictor) variables. The SARIMAX model is therefore similar to a multivariate regression

model, but it also allows to take into account the autocorrelation that may be present in the

residuals of the regression.

5.1 Method for the national setting

The goal is to obtain the estimates of tourist overnight stays in Italy (yt,IT ) for the summer

months of the current year. We assume being in October of year Y (10/Y), when the

outcome variable is available until June (6/Y). The SARIMA benchmark model is fitted to

yt,IT , t ≤ 6/Y , and forecast three-steps ahead, obtaining the point estimates corresponding

to July, August and September. The same fitting and forecasting are applied to the different

versions of the augmented SARIMAX, which include combinations of the Pago indicators

and the first principal components of the GT as external regressors. The number of principal

18Note that, by definition, Lyt = yt−1, and Lmyt = yt−m.
19It assumes that future values of the target linearly depend on its past values and on the values of past

(stochastic) shocks.
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components included is selected visually by detecting an elbow in the scree plot.

5.2 Method for the regional setting

The goal is to obtain an estimate of the tourist overnight stays in a given region r (yt,r)

for the summer months of the current year. As in the national setting, we assume being in

October of year Y (10/Y), and want to obtain estimates for the summer months, from June

to September included, of year Y. Recall that in October the target variable, yt,r is only

available until December of the previous year (12/Y-1).

We divide the nowcast into two steps: In step (A) we estimate yt,r for the first six months

of the current year, exploiting the national series of overnight stays (which is available until

6/Y included), and the complementary indicators. We obtain the predicted values ŷt,r for

1/Y ≤ t ≤ 6/Y . In step (B) we estimate ỹt,r for the three remaining months (7/Y to 9/Y),

where

ỹt,r =

yt,r, if t ≤ 12/(Y − 1)

ŷt,r, if 1/Y ≤ t ≤ 6/Y
(3)

using only the complementary indicators, because for the summer months the national

overnight stays are not available.

In practice, step (A) goes as follows. Let the percentage share of regional to national

overnight stays yt =
yt,r
yt,IT

be the target variable.20 First, we fit a SARIMAX model to

yt, t ≤ T1, where T1 = 12/(Y − 1), with the percentage share of regional to national Pago

payments and the first principal components of the GT as external regressors.21 Second,

we forecast yt for 6-steps ahead, obtaining six point estimates ŷt, t = T1 + 1, ..., T1 + 6, and

third, we obtain the six values of the regional tourist overnight stays series by multiplying the

forecast values by the actual value of the Italian series: ŷt,r = ŷt · yt,IT , t = T1 +1, ..., T1 +6.

Equipped with the estimates of the first six months, in step (B), we fit a SARIMAX model

on the regional overnight stays, ỹt,r, and forecast the remaining three months, using the

regional Pago indicators and the first principal components of the GT as external regressors.

Note that in this step the target, ỹt,r, is a combination of the actual values yt,r and of the

20The reason why step (A) considers as target the time series of the shares, in place of the more natural
one in levels, is that we do not want to use yt,IT as exogenous variable in the procedure, because it is too
correlated with the yt,r. As a consequence, the impact of the other covariates would be artificially smaller.
With this model instead, we are able to capture both the correlation between yt,r and yt,IT , and the residual
correlation between yt,r and the other regressors.

21The number of principal components to include in the model is selected for each different year and region,
visually, by detecting an elbow in the scree plot. Contrary to the other variables, the principal components
of the GT series are included in levels, because GT series are provided by Google as indices and can not be
recalculated in regional over national shares.
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estimates from step (A) ŷt,r (see eq. (3)). Hence, when constructing the prediction intervals

one needs to take into account the fact that, given the auto-regressive structure of the model,

step (B) uses the information from step (A) (i.e. the overnight stays estimated for the first

six months of the year). To deal with this issue, we perform step (B) in three different

scenarios: the average season scenario, i.e. with ŷt,r of eq. (3) equal to the mean estimate

of step (A); the low season scenario, i.e. with ŷt,r of eq. (3) equal to the lower limit of the

80% prediction intervals of the overnight stays estimated in step (A); and the high season

scenario, i.e. with ŷt,r of eq. (3) equal to the upper limit of the 80% prediction intervals of

the overnight stays estimated in step (A). We then construct the lower and upper bounds of

the prediction intervals by combining the results of the three scenarios above. This procedure

allows to propagate the uncertainty of the estimates of step (A) into the forecasts of step (B).

6 Results

For each of the two settings considered, we try many models (that is, different choices for

the (p, d, q, P,D,Q) parameters), by using the stepwise algorithm outlined in Hyndman and

Khandakar (2008).22 We select the best model through the Bayesian Information Criterion

(BIC) computed in-sample. As far as the predictors are concerned, our models include,

alternatively Pago or GT indices; we also show models where both types of regressors are in-

cluded. We evaluate the out-of-sample performances of our models relative to the benchmark

model (SARIMA) through the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) of the h-steps ahead

forecasts. We decided to employ the MAPE instead of more traditional measures of error

such as the RMSE because, being a relative error, it is more easily comparable in different

scenarios. In fact, the MAPE represents the error in percentage terms, and therefore it is

not affected by the size of the target variable.

We focus on the summer months and report both the forecasts in levels, and in percentage

change relative to the previous year.23 All the statistics are calculated on expanding windows,

that is, on all available historical data.

22The algorithm combines unit root tests, minimization of the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) and
MLE to obtain an ARIMA model.

23Recall that in the regional exercise we consider the months from June to September included. In the
national case we exclude June, because official data for that month are already available in October of the
same year.
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6.1 National setting

In Table 2 we report the out-of-sample performance of each model for the national setting:

in particular, the table shows the MAPE of the forecasts for the entire summer season (July,

August and September) for 2017, 2018, 2019 and 2020 (the “COVID year”). We also show

the average MAPE measured over the entire period (2017-2020) and the average MAPE

measured during “regular times” (that is, during the pre-COVID years, 2017-2019). The

reason is that we expect the augmented models to perform very differently with respect to

the benchmark during regular times and during the COVID year.

Table 2: MAPE results of different specifications of the model

Model 2017 2018 2019 2020 ave. 17-19 ave. 17-20

0. benchmark (SARIMA) 1.55 1.49 1.33 61.63 1.46 16.50
1. Pago Ita 0.63 4.72 0.03 2.68 1.79 2.02
2. Pago all 0.32 4.22 0.51 23.05 1.68 7.02
3. Pago Ita + Pago all 0.49 0.02 0.77 11.23 0.43 3.13
4. GT only (2 PCs) 0.50 1.64 1.29 40.51 1.14 10.98
5. Pago Ita + GT (2 PCs) 0.29 4.78 0.67 31.83 1.91 9.39
6. Pago all + GT (2 PCs) 2.39 4.38 1.24 15.50 2.67 5.88
7. Pago Ita + Pago all + GT (2 PCs) 0.37 1.10 1.55 7.28 1.00 2.57

Notes: The first row represents the MAPE in each year (summer season: July to September) for the
SARIMA model (no additional covariates). In the following rows, we add the indicated variables and show

the corresponding MAPE. The best performing model in each period is indicated in gray.

The first takeaway from the table is that all augmented models perform better than the

benchmark if one considers the entire 2017-2020 period (last column of the table). Overall,

the best performing model is model 1, which is the SARIMAX with the Pago index built

by aggregating Italian cards only (Pago Ita).24 The second best performing model over the

same time span is model 7, that is the SARIMAX with Pago ita plus the Pago index built

by aggregating all cards (Pago all),25 and the first two principal components of the GT (GT

(2 PCs)). In both cases the MAPE is around 2 (2.02 and 2.57, precisely), while the same

indicator for the benchmark model is 16.5. It does not surprise that most of the improvement

of the augmented models spurs from the year 2020, when the pandemic negatively affected

the tourist sector. In this case, the addition of external predictors to the benchmark model

considerably improves the nowcasting performance, because it helps to quickly adapt to the

24This monthly index corresponds to the total amount of acquiring transactions (made on a Pago Italian
POS) in the tourist industry categories (hotel and restaurant plus travel and transport) made by cards issued
by Italian banks.

25This corresponds to the total amount of acquiring transactions (made on a Pago Italian POS) in the
tourist industry categories (hotel and restaurant plus travel and transport) made by cards issued by any
national or international bank.
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abrupt and unanticipated decline in tourist volumes. Nevertheless, model 7 performs slightly

better than the benchmark even during regular times (second to the last column of the table),

while the performance of model 1, in the same period, is comparable to the benchmark (the

MAPE of model 1 is 1.79, the one of the benchmark is 1.46). The best model in regular

times is model 3, which is the SARIMAX with Pago Ita and Pago all as predictors.

In Table 3 we report the forecasting results obtained with model 1, both in levels (upper

panel) and in yearly percentage change.

Table 3: Forecasting results (model 1): aggregated national overnight stays (levels and
percentage change)

2017 2018 2019 2020

Levels
Official data 203.76 203.62 205.65 131.44
Forecast 202.47 213.23 205.71 134.97

[195.84,209.1] [207.04,219.41] [199.45,211.98] [115.74,154.2]

Percentage change
Official data 2.22 -0.07 1.00 -36.09
Forecast 1.57 4.65 1.03 -34.37

Notes: Results for the summer season (July to September) of each year. In the panel above (levels), the
rows represent the official number of stays published by Istat (in millions) and the point estimates obtained
with model 1 (in millions). 80% confidence intervals in brackets. In the panel below (percentage change),
the rows represent the official data, and the forecasts of the yearly percentage change of overnight stays.

We notice that model 1 performs very well, apart from the year 2018, where there is a sub-

stantial overestimation of the official value published by Istat (forecast: 213 million; official

data: 204 million). Note that summer 2018 had approximately the same volume of tourists

of 2017 (which results in an official value of -0.07 year percentage change), in contrast with

a positive trend of the previous summers (see also Figure 4). As a consequence, in this year

even the benchmark model overestimates the correct figure, while model 3, which includes

both Pago Ita and Pago all26, has a very low MAPE value (0.02). This suggests that in

year 2018, the index built by aggregating only payments made by cards issued by foreign

banks has more predictive power with respect to the other two Pago series.27 The richer

model 7, summarized in Table 4, also performs quite well, especially before the year 2020.

In 2020, instead, the forecast value is smaller than the official value, implying an estimated

percentage change relative to 2019 of almost -41% (5% less than the Istat value -36%).

26This model is equivalent to including both Pago Ita and Pago foreigners = Pago all - Pago Ita.
27In practice, this happens because the total number of payments by cards issued by foreign banks is more

stable in the years considered, while the payments by Italian-issued cards show a positive trend (data not
shown for confidentiality reasons).
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Figure 4: Predicted number of night stays by model 0 and by model 1
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Notes: The predictions are represented by the blue dots, with 80% (dark-gray) and 95% (light-gray)

confidence intervals. The dotted lines corresponds to the official values released by Istat.
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Table 4: Forecasting results (model 7): aggregated national overnight stays (levels and
percentage change)

2017 2018 2019 2020

Levels
Official data 203.76 203.62 205.65 131.44
Forecast 204.51 205.85 202.48 121.87

[200.2,208.83] [202.16,209.54] [198.31,206.64] [117.26,126.48]

Percentage change
Official data 2.22 -0.07 1.00 -36.09
Forecast 2.60 1.03 -0.56 -40.74

Notes: Results for the summer season (July to September) of each year. In the panel above (levels), the
rows represent the official number of stays published by Istat (in millions) and the point estimates obtained
with model 1 (in millions). 80% confidence intervals in brackets. In the panel below (percentage changes),
the rows represent the official data, and the forecasts of the yearly percentage change of overnight stays.

6.2 Puglia

As already discussed, the regional estimation consists of two steps: in step (A), the number

of regional night stays is estimated for 6 periods ahead, using the national figures and the

complementary exogenous variables; in step (B) the target variable is forecasted for the next

3 periods using only the complementary exogenous variables as predictors.

We experimented with different choices of exogenous variables and found that the SARI-

MAX with the Pago index built by aggregating transactions by Italian cards in POS located

in Puglia as the unique exogenous variable (model 1, Pago Ita (P)) is the best model (see

Table 5) in terms of average MAPE over the entire period (last column of the table). This

result is consistent with what has been found in the national setting. Specifically, the average

MAPE of summer estimates for this model is almost 3 while for the benchmark it is more

than 15, a considerable improvement in the estimates, due to the results for the year 2020. In

fact, in 2020, the MAPE of the benchmark is almost 55, while the MAPE of model 1 is only

approximately 1. Differently from the national case, no model outperforms the benchmark

on average during regular times (second to the last column of the table). Apparently, the

seasonal and trend components included in the SARIMA are able to capture relatively well

the evolution of regional night stays for Puglia.

In Table 6 we present the predictions for the overnight stays in Puglia with model 1. The

first row reports the official values published by Istat, while rows 2-4 show the estimation

results for the three scenarios considered (average, high and low season, respectively), as

explained in Section 5.2. The presence of the three scenarios gives us a heuristic rule to be

more conservative and to propagate the uncertainty of step (A) in the estimates of step (B):
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Table 5: Puglia. MAPE results of different specifications of the model

Model 2017 2018 2019 2020 ave. 17-19 ave. 17-20

0. benchmark (SARIMA) 1.19 3.14 2.51 54.46 2.28 15.32
1. Pago Ita (P) 3.15 5.08 2.70 1.03 3.64 2.99
2. Pago all (P) 0.37 6.31 3.24 16.89 3.31 6.70
3. Pago Ita (P) + Pago all (P) 0.71 8.19 3.31 19.53 4.07 7.93
4. GT only (2 PCs) 2.72 3.06 2.81 10.21 2.86 4.70
5. Pago Ita (P) + GT (2 PCs) 2.04 4.50 3.70 2.48 3.41 3.18
6. Pago all (P) + GT (2 PCs) 2.53 5.92 2.94 11.98 3.80 5.84
7. Pago Ita (P) + Pago all (P) + GT (2 PCs) 0.85 9.00 2.88 18.59 4.24 7.83

Notes: The first row represents the MAPE in each year (summer season: June to September) for the
SARIMA model (no additional covariates). In the following rows, we add the indicated variables and show

the corresponding MAPE. The best performing model in each period is indicated in gray.

Table 6: Puglia. Forecasting results (model 1): aggregated regional overnight stays (levels
and percentage change)

2017 2018 2019 2020

Levels
Official data 11.95 11.71 11.78 8.63
Forecast [Average] 12.33 12.3 12.1 8.52

[12.05,12.6] [12.06,12.54] [11.8,12.4] [7.86,9.18]

Forecast [High] 12.55 12.45 12.25 8.65
[12.27,12.84] [12.21,12.69] [11.95,12.56] [8.01,9.3]

Forecast [Low] 12.14 12.13 11.95 8.33
[11.86,12.41] [11.88,12.39] [11.65,12.25] [7.66,9]

Percentage change
Official data 5.23 -2.06 0.64 -26.75
Forecast [Average] 8.54 2.92 3.36 -27.68
Forecast [High] 10.51 4.18 4.66 -26.55
Forecast [Low] 6.87 1.51 2.08 -29.32

Notes: Results for the summer season (June to September) of each year. In the panel above (levels), the
rows represent the official number of stays published by Istat (in millions), the point estimates of the

average season scenario, the point estimates of the high season scenario and the point estimates of the low
season scenario (see Section 5.2). 80% confidence intervals in brackets. In the panel below (percentage

changes), the rows represent the official and the forecasts of the yearly percentage change of overnight stays
obtained in the three scenarios.

in fact, we could take as final estimate the average over the 3 scenarios, with final CI built

by taking the two more extreme points of the CIs of the scenarios above. In the lower panel

of the same table we report the official and predicted yearly percentage changes of the total

overnight stays of summer relative to the same period of the year before. We see that the

estimates of the average scenario are quite far from the official values (in 2018 our estimate is

almost 5 points larger than the official value). However, in 2020 our model is able to predict

well the abrupt decline in the tourist sector (average scenario forecast value: -27.68%; official
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value released by Istat: -26.75%).

6.3 Veneto

Applying the same procedure to Veneto, we found that the best model, in terms of average

MAPE, is the SARIMAX with the Pago index built by aggregating all (Italian and foreign)

payment by cards in Veneto (Pago all (V)) plus the first three principal components of

the GT series for Veneto as exogenous variables (model 6, see Table 7). In particular, the

average MAPE of this model for the entire period (last column of the table) is slightly smaller

than 5 (4.68), while the one of the benchmark model is more than 16 (16.05), a considerable

improvement in the estimates, even if more limited with respect to the national case and to

the case of Puglia.

Table 7: Veneto. MAPE results of different specifications of the model

Model 2017 2018 2019 2020 ave. 17-19 ave. 17-20

0. benchmark (SARIMA) 4.47 5.90 0.45 53.39 3.61 16.05
1. Pago Ita (V) 2.50 7.88 1.25 25.05 3.88 9.17
2. Pago all (V) 1.50 3.08 0.49 18.34 1.69 5.85
3. Pago Ita (V) + Pago all (V) 3.99 1.85 1.07 12.70 2.30 4.90
4. GT only (3 PCs) 2.85 5.25 0.61 11.21 2.90 4.98
5. Pago Ita (V) + GT (3 PCs) 1.80 7.72 0.22 13.92 3.25 5.92
6. Pago all (V) + GT (3 PCs) 4.57 4.12 0.21 9.83 2.97 4.68
7. Pago Ita (V) + Pago all (V) + GT (3 PCs) 4.00 2.85 0.52 13.10 2.46 5.12

Notes: The first row represents the MAPE in each year (summer season: July to September) for the
SARIMA model (no additional covariates). In the following rows, we add the indicated variables and show

the corresponding MAPE. The best performing model in each period is indicated in gray.

As before, the low value of the average MAPE for the best model is driven mostly by

the year 2020. Considering only regular times (second to the last column of the table), the

best-performing model is model 2, which includes Pago all (V) only. This difference with

respect to the national case and the case of Puglia (where the models including Pago Ita

(V) generally perform better) may be due to the higher share of international tourist flows

to Veneto in regular times. Figure 1b shows in fact that in the window 2017-2019, the share

of tourism from abroad is almost 70% in Veneto, around 50% in Italy, and only around 20%

in Puglia.

In Table 8, we present the forecasting results obtained with model 6. Note that, as in

the case of Puglia, the forecasts of the overnight stays in the average season scenario (second

row of the table) are generally upward biased (apart from 2019) and include the true value
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Table 8: Veneto. Forecasting results (model 6): aggregated regional overnight stays (levels
and percentage change)

2017 2018 2019 2020

Levels
Official data 45.73 43.69 46.12 24.42
Forecast [Average] 47.83 45.49 46.03 26.52

[46.77,48.89] [44.06,46.91] [44.77,47.29] [24.97,28.08]

Forecast [High] 48.22 45.72 46.12 27.09
[47.18,49.27] [44.33,47.1] [44.82,47.42] [25.54,28.63]

Forecast [Low] 47.43 45.24 45.95 25.96
[46.29,48.56] [43.7,46.77] [44.7,47.21] [24.39,27.54]

Percentage change
Official data 7.09 -4.48 5.58 -47.05
Forecast [Average] 11.99 -0.54 5.36 -42.50
Forecast [High] 12.92 -0.04 5.57 -41.27
Forecast [Low] 11.05 -1.09 5.19 -43.71

Notes: Results for the summer season (June to September) of each year. In the panel above (levels), the
rows represent the official number of stays published by Istat (in millions), the point estimates of the

average season scenario, the point estimates of the high season scenario and the point estimates of the low
season scenario (see Section 5.2). 80% confidence intervals in brackets. In the panel below (percentage

changes), the rows represent the official and the forecasts of the yearly percentage change of overnight stays
obtained in the three scenarios.

in the CI only in 2019. However, the CIs built taking as bounds the more extreme points of

the CIs of the three scenarios, contains the official values in all years apart from 2017.

7 Conclusion

We presented a strategy to nowcast tourist volumes in Italy and its regions, with a simple

econometric model augmented with complementary indicators based on payment card and

internet search data.

Concerning payment card data, our results show that some indicators built from this

dataset are highly informative for predicting tourist volumes, especially in the national set-

ting. The indicator that contributes the most to nowcasting changes depending on the

considered area: the best performing model for Veneto includes payments of both Italian

and foreign cards, while the best one for Puglia and for the national case includes the pay-

ments of cards issued by Italian banks only; this difference may be due to the higher share

of inbound foreign tourists which characterizes Veneto with respect to the other areas.

The indices built from the Google Trends series have a small impact on the out-of-sample

performances when we consider the national setting, but they improve the performance in the

regional setting, at least in the case of Veneto. There are multiple possible explanations for
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this result. The first one is that the “short” list of keywords for Italy, like the one we chose,

is not sufficiently detailed for capturing tourist flows in a large area like the entire Italian

territory. In fact, the top−n destinations in Veneto and Puglia account for a much larger

share of overnight stays in each of the two regions than the top−n destinations in Italy.

If this is the case, enriching the list of keywords may potentially increase the prediction

accuracy of the models at the national level. A second possible explanation is that web

searches for small municipalities, which are more often included as regional keywords, are

more likely to be motivated by travel planning: in other terms, apart from tourism purposes,

there are several reasons one may search on the internet the keywords “Rome” or “Milano”,

but perhaps very few ones to search “Vieste” or “Bibione”. A third, possibly more plausible

reason, is that the predictive power of such indices increases with the share of foreign tourists,

because these are more likely to collect information on travel destinations through the web.

We illustrated the results of the model for the national setting and two specific Italian

regions, but the outlined methodologies can be immediately applied to any other region (or,

eventually, to Italian macro-regions). Similarly, we focused on summer, but the strategy is

generalizable to any other time-interval of interest. Note, however, that our results show

that the best performing indicators, among the ones considered, are not stable when applied

to different regions and to different time intervals. This fact is not surprising and it is a

well known result in the empirical forecasting literature (see, for instance, Giacomini and

Rossi, 2010, Rossi and Sekhposyan, 2010), where it is documented that the predictive ability

of forecasting models generally varies through time, implying that different predictors may

perform well in some periods of time and specific areas, but not in others.

A limitation of the proposed strategy is that it can only produce a nowcast of the variable

interest. To overcome this limitation, one may forecast the indicators, and then estimate the

model. However, this procedure would generate many issues regarding the correct estimation

and propagation of the errors of the first stage estimates which put it beyond the scope of

this paper.

This work is a first attempt to provide up-to-date indicators for the tourist industry in

Italy and its regions, and leaves room for improvements and further investigations. One way

to improve the method is to extend it in order to include some additivity constraints, in

the same spirit as the indicator of the regional economic cycle outlined in Di Giacinto et al.

(2019). The idea is to exploit the fact that all the regional series have to sum up to the

national one, in each time period, in order to improve the current biases in the estimates,

and do this by adding a contemporaneous aggregation constraint based, for instance, on a
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proportional adjustment (see e.g. Fonzo and Marini, 2011). A second direction for future

developments is to include other variables which may prove useful for nowcasting. Examples

are mobile phone data (in particular, the number of foreign mobile SIM cards used in a given

area), data on job hiring and separations for workers in the tourist sector, or information

on the use of social safety nets (as, for instance, “Cassa integrazione guadagni”) by workers

employed in tourism firms. Both directions will be explored in future developments of this

paper.

In general, we are aware that the proposed methods may be over-simplistic, and that

more sophisticated and up-to-date econometric models may be preferred. However, while

many papers have already discussed the pros and cons of using web search data, to the

best of our knowledge the use of payment card data for predicting tourist flows is a novelty.

Moreover, even if our specifications are quite parsimonious in terms of data requirements,

their predictive power is generally higher than the one from a SARIMA benchmark model.

As a consequence, we believe the discussion of these models represents a first valuable step

toward a deeper understanding of the informativeness of the indices proposed and their

relevance for nowcasting tourist volumes.
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